FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
second report that many of the twenty-five essays then received
" still slid down the Socialist slope.''x
The prize then awarded went to M. Buret for his Mis ire
des Classes laborleuses en France et en Angleterre^ not in itself
a great work, but which not only provided definite Socialist
propaganda with an armoury of facts and arguments, but set
many people wondering about industrial and social problems,2
and largely contributed to the creation of the state of mind
Dufaure described when he stated in his Memoirs that about
1840 he felt social would soon supersede political problems.
Early Socialist thought proper, in spite of its many different
forms from Saint-Simon to Proudhon, has a number of features
that mark it off very clearly both from the Socialism of other
countries and from its later development in France. Although
ruthless enough in its denunciation of the present system, it
remained singularly free from bitterness and from appeals to
baser materialistic instincts, and was marked by a broad
optimism 3: human nature is good, even apparently bad men
are just slaves and victims of a system; happiness for all is
available through reformed institutions. Another feature was
its religiosity; most of its representatives were indeed detached
from all churches, but maintained an attitude of respect
towards the Divine and towards undogmatic religion, and
were definitely hostile to any attempt at " de-Christianizing
the people,"
This semi-religious optimism rules out the class war, or
indeed any conception of a permanent hostility between capital
1	Levasseur, Histoire des Classes ouvrieres, ii., p. 58.
2	Buret considered the destitution of the large mass of industrial workers
to be virtually inseparable from the growth of industrial civilization ; the con-
flict between capital and labour, the introduction of machinery, the division
of labour pushed to extremes, the unequal distribution of wealth, the waste
involved in the system of production, and, finally, the unlimited rights of
property—all these, if left unregulated, would lead to increasing wretchedness.
The time had come for governments to take things in  hand, if industry
would  not carry out the necessary reforms;   if only laws would  do on
behalf of labour half what they had hitherto done against it, the chief cause
of destitution would disappear.
3	Proudhon is the outstanding exception—but he wrote mainly after the
disillusions of 1848.
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